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Fishing Deluxe
For iPhone and iPad

FISHING DELUXE

What Can Fishing Deluxe Do?
Best Fishing Days
Forecast for the best fishing time: mark best and good fishing days on a calendar.
Best Fishing Times
Daily forecast for the best fishing time: mark best and good fishing time intervals
on a watch dial.
Powerful Forecast
Provides best fishing time for any past or future time and any location.
Location
Automatically determines your location using GPS
Fishing Spots
Shows your position and store your favorite fishing spots on the map.
Fish Catches
Take a picture of your catches and store them along with your fishing spot on the
map and weather conditions. Share fish catches with your friends!
Extra Features With In App Purchase
Enjoy new features: tides forecast, offline maps, compass and track recording.
Flashlight
Turn it on and never be in the dark. Set up the blink rate and choose continuous
or intermittent mode of operation.
Weather Forecast
Use forecast for the best fishing days and be well-prepared for any conditions.
Fishing Calendar Information
Display sunrise and sunset times, moon phases and day length on a calendar. Add
notes about catches for any day.
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Best Fishing Time
Best Fishing Days
Swipe the menu on the bottowm and tap on
Calendar bubble.
The app shows a forecast for the best fishing time
on a calendar. The more green bars a day has, the
better it is for a fishing success.
You can tap on Sun icons to display sunset and
sunrise times for each day. An icon with a clock will
show the duration of daylight.

Best Fishing Times
Tap on Main bubble in the menu. A time dial will
have green and orange intervals. They show daily
forecast for the best fishing time. Green intervals
and a two fish icon show best fishing times and
orange ones display just good times.

The best fishing times

Good fishing times
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Best Fishing Spots and Time Graph
Best Fishing Time Graph
If you want to see a continuous time plot that
shows great fishing times, tap on Diagram
bubble in the menu.
The higher the plot, the more likely it is to
catch a lot of fish. You can also swipe the plot
left and right to see it for other days.
This screen also show some additional
information: sunrise, sunset, moonrise,
moonset, daylight length and a percent of
visible Moon.

Favorite Fishing Spots
You can save your favorite locations for future
hunting or fishing trips.
Tap on the Map, and then tap on Place button.
Double tap on the map to create a new fishing
spot. You can add a comment, weather condition
and a few pictures of your catches to each
fishing spot.
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Fish Catches and Location
Location
The app automatically determines your current
position using the built-in GPS function of your
device, and allows you to visually confirm your
location on the map.
You can also manually enter your location on
the map: tap on the top right box with the
address and position and adjust the map for
your current location.

Fish Catches
Take some pictures of your catches and store them
along with your fishing spot and weather
conditions. Share fish catches
with your friends over email
and social networks.
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Settings and Weather
Weather
Stay abreast of the current weather conditions
and a four-day weather forecast for your
location.
The weather data include current conditions,
temperature, wind speed and its direction,
barometric pressure, humidity and cloudiness.
To get more accurate forecast for a specific time
for the current day, drag the horizontal slider
above the weather data and set the time for the
forecast.

Settings
The application can be customized with different
settings: sound, 24 hour format, UTC time
offset, metric or imperial systems and more.
If you change the language on your phone, the
app automatially updates its languages as well.
The app supports: Arabic, Bokmål, Norwegian,
Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Simplified
Chinese, Spanish, Swedish, Traditional Chinese,
Turkish.
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FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions
What does green icon with two fish mean?
Green icon with two fish shows the best fishing times. Orange icon and time
intervals display just good times.

The best fishing times

Good fishing times

How can I change the app language?
Go to the settings of your device: Settings -> General -> Languages & Region and
change the language on your device. The app automatially updates its languages
as well.
What languages are supported?
The app supports: Arabic, Bokmål, Norwegian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French,
German, Greek, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese,
Romanian, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Swedish, Traditional Chinese,
Turkish.
How can I change the location?
Tap on the address and location box on the top right and select a new location on
the map.
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FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions
Can I save more than one photo for a fishing spot on the map?
To save a catch photo, tap on My Fish bubble. Create a new catch record using
(+) button and tap on the green camera icon. The photo will appear instead of
the icon. Tap on the photo and add another picture to the same fishing spot
record.
How can I view all photos associated with a fishing spot?
Tap on the photo in the fishing spot record.
Does the application require Internet connection to calculate best fishing time?
No, the main functions of the app work without Internet connection. If you would
like to get the weather forecast, then you will have to make sure your device is
connected to Internet.
Is it possible to get the weather forecast by hour?
Yes, you can do it for the current date only. To get the forecast for a specific time
drag the horizontal slider above the weather data to set forecast time.
How can I get fishing time forecast for the next month?
Swipe the calendar up or use left and right orange arrow button on the top left.
Does the application work on iPhone and iPad?
Yes, the app is universal – it work on both iPhone and iPad.
Can I display my fishing spots on the web as well?
Yes, please visit our website www.FishingDeluxe.com
How can I submit some ideas and suggestions on new app features?
Please email us: support@LifewareSolutions.com
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Reviews From People Who Used the App
Great fishing app
by AppMasterSupreme

I love this fishing app! My wife goes with me fishing but after about 3 hours she
has had her fill of it. With this fishing app though it tells me the best days and
best times to go out fishing. It's great because now when she goes fishing I only
go when this app tells me to so I can maximize my time out on the lake. It has
worked every time so far.

Dad
by EntoGuardian

As a husband, father of five, business owner and preacher I don't have time to
grab my gear and go get skunked too often. Although I love to fish and when I
don't catch fish I still have a good time I love to catch fish even more. This app has
helped me do just that on many many occasions. This app has allowed me to
select the best times to take my girls out fishing so that we have a much better
chance of being successful and catching fish! Very thankful for the quality and
ease of use of this app.

The real deal not fishing, CATCHING!
by Tenstacks

This fishing (catching) app stand alone at the top. I use it for freshwater fishing
and it's right on point with the best bite times. The last time I used it I couldn't
bait my hook fast enough to keep up. This app should come with a warning
though I think, stating fisherman should have sharp hooks, new fishing line and
a strong rod in order to be efficient when using this app. Don't let the biggest
one catch you off guard you catch them.
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